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We determine the phase transition of the Lévy spin glass. A regularized model where the
oupling onstants smaller than some uto ε are negleted an be studied by the avity
method for diluted spin glasses. We show how to handle the ε → 0 limit and determine
the de Almeida-Thouless transition temperature in presene of an external eld. Contrary
to previous ndings, in zero external eld we do not nd any stable replia-symmetri spin
glass phase : the spin glass phase is always a replia-symmetry-broken phase.
The Lévy spin glass, introdued in [1℄, is a mean eld spin glass model where the distribution
of ouplings has a power law tail with a diverging seond moment. This model an be useful to
study some experimental situations (like metalli spin glasses with RKKY interations), it also
provides a situation whih is intermediate between the SK model [2℄ and nite onnetivity mean
eld spin glasses [3, 4, 5, 6℄. It is partiularly relevant for the study of the importane of rare, but
strong, oupling onstants. In their pioneering work, Cizeau and Bouhaud [1℄ have omputed the
spin glass transition temperature, and argued that these rare and strong ouplings an stabilize a
replia symmetri (RS) stable spin glass phase in the absene of external magneti eld. Here we
revisit this problem using the RS avity method. We show that replia symmetry is always broken
in the spin glass phase, and we ompute the de Almeida Thouless (AT) line [7℄ giving the phase
diagram as funtion of temperature and magneti eld.
We onsider an Ising spin glass with Hamiltonian
H({Si}) = −
1
2
∑
(i,j)
JijSiSj − hext
∑
i
Si , (1)
where the sum is over all pairs of spins Si = ±1, i = 1, ..., N and hext denotes an external eld.
The ouplings Jij = Jji are independent, identially distributed random variables drawn from the
distribution
Pα(J) =
α
2N
1
|J |α+1
θ(|J | −N−1/α) , (2)
where θ(x) denotes the Heaviside funtion and α ∈]1, 2[ is a parameter. The oupling distribution
is dominated by its power law tails whih are equivalent to those of a Lévy distribution with
2parameter α [8℄. The saling of the ouplings with N ensures that the free energy orresponding to
the Hamiltonian (1) is extensive [1, 10℄.
The equilibrium thermodynami properties of the system at temperature 1/β an be dedued
from the probability distribution P (h) of loal elds hi parametrizing the marginal distribution of
spin variables by P (Si) = e
βhiSi/2 cosh(βhi). Adding a new site i = 0 with orresponding ouplings
J0i to the system the new eld h0 is given by [9℄
h0 = hext +
N∑
i=1
u(hi, J0i) (3)
where u(h, J) = atanh
(
tanh(βh) tanh(βJ)
)
/β.
This relation an be turned into a self-onsistent equation for P (h) by averaging over hi and
J0i. Within the assumption of replia symmetry the hi are independent and we nd in the thermo-
dynami limit N →∞
P (h) =
∫ ∏
i
dhiP (hi)
∫ ∏
i
dJ0iPα(J0i) δ(h − hext −
N∑
i=1
u(hi, J0i))
→
∫
ds
2pi
exp
[
is(h− hext) +
α
2
∫
dh′P (h′)
∫
dJ
|J |α+1
(
e−isu(h
′,J) − 1
)]
(4)
For hext = 0 this equation is equivalent to the one obtained in [10℄ using the replia method.
Notie that the result is universal : the eld distribution P (h) depends only on the Lévy tail of the
distribution of ouplings Pα, not on the preise denition of its uto at small J .
It is instrutive to solve (4) numerially with a population dynamis [6℄ method. In order to do
this, one should rst realize that in the update equation (3) the main ontribution is obtained from
the relatively rare ouplings whih are nite in the large N limit. Let us introdue a threshold ε
and divide the ouplings into strong (|Jij | > ε) and weak (|Jij | ≤ ε) ouplings. Eq. (3) involves
a sum over O(ε−α) strong ouplings, whih is treated exatly, and a sum over O(N) weak ones,
whih is approximated by a Gaussian random variable z with zero mean and a variane determined
self-onsistently. The resulting population dynamis algorithm is given by [11℄ :
hj = hext +
K∑
k=1
u(hk, Jk) + z
z2 = α
∫
dhP (h)
∫ ε
0
dJ
Jα+1
u2(h, J) (5)
where K is a Poissonian with average ε−α. In this form the algorithm represents a noisy variant of
the one used for loally tree-like graphs [6℄.
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Fig. 1: Distribution of loal elds P (h), for α = 1.1 and T = 0.9 Tc (blue), T = 0.6 Tc (red), and T = 0.1 Tc
(green). The dotted lines are the orresponding results within the Gaussian approximation proposed in [1℄.
Left : P (h) obtained from population dynamis with ε = 0.3. Right : The seond moment of P (h), obtained
with the population dynamis method as funtion of the regularization parameter ε.
When hext = 0, one easily nds that P (h) = δ(h) for T > Tc(α), and P (h) beomes non-trivial
at T < Tc(α). The spin glass transition temperature Tc(α) is independent of ε, it is given by
Tc(α) =
[∫
∞
0
α dx
xα+1
tanh2 x
] 1
α
(6)
as found in [1, 10℄.
It is interesting to study the dependene of the resulting distributions P (h) on ε. The orret
(within the RS approximation) P (h) is obtained in the limit ε → 0 whereas the limit ε → ∞
amounts to approximating P (h) by a Gaussian, as in [1℄. We show in Fig. 1 the seond moment
〈h2〉 of P (h) as a funtion of ε. The onvergene of 〈h2〉 in the limit ε→ 0 is very smooth and results
obtained for ε = 0.2 . . . 0.5 are already very good approximations for the exat value at ε = 0. A
trunated model where the weak bonds are ompletely negleted would also give the orret result
when ε → 0, but the onvergene is muh faster with our self-onsistent Gaussian approximation
for the weak bonds.
In zero external eld, we have heked the result by a diret iteration of (4) using the fast Fourier
transform. Fig. 1 shows some examples of P (h), together with the Gaussian form proposed in [1℄.
It is lear that P (h) deviates from a Gaussian distribution. This an already be seen from (4) :
inserting a Gaussian P (h′) in the r.h.s. does not produe one in the l.h.s.
We now turn to the omputation of the AT line, haraterized by replia symmetry breaking
(RSB). The RS avity method desribed above is valid as long as the spin glass suseptibility,
4χSG =
∑
i,j (〈sisj〉 − 〈si〉〈sj〉)
2/N , is nite. The divergene of χSG signals the appearane of the
spin glass phase. In order to ompute this suseptibility, we use the trunated model where we keep
only the strong bonds with |Jij | > ε, while the weak bonds are negleted. The exat value of χSG
is obtained in the limit ε → 0. In the trunated model, the graph of interating spins is a diluted
Erdös-Renyí random graph : in the N → ∞ limit (taken before the ε → 0 limit), the number of
spins interating with a given spin is a Poissonian random variable with mean ε−α. This graph is
loally tree-like, in the sense that, if one looks at all the spins at distane ≤ r of a given spin si,
their interation graph is typially, in the large N limit, a tree of depth r. This allows to ompute
χSG as [6, 9℄ :
χSG =
∞∑
r=1
ε−αrC2(r) (7)
where C2(r) is the average square orrelation, (〈sisj〉 − 〈si〉〈sj〉)
2
, between two sites i, j at distane
r. As we will see, C2(r) deays exponentially with distane as C2(r) = Ae
−r/ξ
. We thus dene the
stability parameter λ = ε−αe−1/ξ. This parameter is the rate of the geometri series (7) giving χSG.
The spin glass phase transition is given by the ondition λ = 1.
Beause of the loally-tree-like struture of the interation graph in the trunated model, the
omputation of λ redues to the study of a one dimensional Lévy spin glass model, with energy
given by :
E = −
r−1∑
n=1
Jnsnsn+1 −
r∑
n=1
hnsn , (8)
where the ouplings Jn are independent random variables drawn from the distribution Pα,ε(J) =
αεα/(2|J |1+α)θ(|J | − ε), and hn are independent random variables drawn from the distribution of
avity elds P (h) determined above. C2(r) is the average square orrelation (〈s1sr〉 − 〈s1〉〈sr〉)
2
,
and one is interested in omputing the deay rate 1/ξ = − limr→∞ log(C2(r))/r. While this one-
dimensional system looks simple, it requires some speial are. The usual 'population approah'
used in nite onnetivity spin glasses ([6, 9, 12℄) fails in the Lévy ase, beause the ratio between
the average and the typial orrelation diverges in the small ε limit : the well known 'non-self-
averageness' of orrelation funtions [13℄ beomes ruial in this ase. This fat is most easily seen
in the ase where the elds hn are equal to zero. As we have seen, this happens when hext = 0
and T > Tc(α). The average orrelation is C2(r) =
(∫
dJPα,ε(J) tanh
2(βJ)
)r
; in the limit where
ε goes to 0 this gives e−1/ξ = εα
∫
∞
0 (αdJ/J
1+α) tanh2(βJ). Therefore the stability parameter is
λ =
∫
∞
0 (αdJ/J
1+α) tanh2(βJ) : the divergene of the spin glass suseptibility ours exatly at
5the value Tc given by (6) where the distribution of loal elds beomes non-trivial. The typial
orrelation is exp
(
r
∫
dJPα,ε(J) log(tanh
2 βJ)
)
, it behaves as ε2r ≪ εαr in the small ε limit. This
means that the average orrelation C2(r) is totally dominated by rare realizations : its numerial
estimate would require an average over O(1/ε(2−α)r) samples.
In order to get around this problem, one must solve analytially the one-dimensional Lévy spin
glass problem desribed in (8). This an be done either with the replia approah of [14℄, or using a
avity type approah. Both methods give the same result, the detailed omputations will be given in
[11℄. Let us just desribe in a nutshell the basi steps of the avity approah. One rst solves the one
dimensional spin glass model (8) using the avity method. The solution is given in terms of some
avity elds gn whih satisfy the update equations gn+1 = hn+1 + u(gn, Jn). Then one studies the
spin glass orrelation through the response of gn to a perturbation in g1. Calling ∆n = (∂gn/∂g1)
2
,
linear response theory gives ∆n+1 = (∂u(gn, Jn)/∂gn)
2∆n. Let us denote by Pn(gn,∆n) the joint
probability distribution of gn and ∆n, over realizations of the random variables {hp}, p ∈ {1, n},
and {Jp}, p ∈ {1, n−1}. The update equations giving gn+1 and ∆n+1 in terms of gn and ∆n indues
a mapping Pn+1 = F (Pn) for the joint probability distribution. In order to study this mapping, one
an introdue the funtion fn(gn) =
∫
d∆n∆nPn(gn,∆n). It satises the reursion relation :
fn+1(gn+1) =
∫
dgn
∫
dJnPα,ε(Jn)
∫
dhn+1P (hn+1)
(
∂u(gn, Jn)
dgn
)2
fn(gn) δ (gn+1 − [hn+1 + u(gn, Jn)]) .
(9)
This linear equation, fn+1(gn+1) =
∫
dgnK(gn+1, gn)fn(gn), denes the transfer matrix operator
K(x, y). The orrelation length ξ is given in terms of the largest eigenvalue ν of K by ν = e−1/ξ.
The omputation of ν is most easily done by hanging from the right to the left eigenvalue equation.
This gives the eigenvalue equation :
νφ(x) =
∫
dJPα,ε(J)
∫
dhP (h)
(
∂u(x, J)
∂x
)2
φ(h+ u(x, J))
)
=
∫
dy KT (x, y)φ(y) (10)
The largest eigenvalue of the linear operator K an be found numerially by iterating (10)
φn(x) =
∫
dyKT (x, y)φn−1(y)/Zn, starting from an arbitrary funtion φ0(x). At eah step the
onstant Zn is omputed by imposing a normalisation ondition
∫
dxφn(x) = 1. After many ite-
rations the funtion φn(x) onverges to the eigenvetor of K with the largest eigenvalue, and the
normalisation onverges to limn→∞Zn = ν = exp(−1/ξ).
In order to nd the AT line one must hene use the P (h) distribution as determined above with
(5) and then nd the orrelation length ξ of the one-dimensional problem using the φn iteration in
(10). With this proedure the limit ε → 0 is smooth, and this allows for a lean determination of
the AT line, as shown in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2: Determination of the de Almeida Thouless line. Left : Stability parameter λ as funtions of tempe-
rature for α = 1.5 and hext = 0, 0.5, 1 and 2 (from right to left). From the intersetion of the urves with
the stability boundary λ = 1 the AT-line is determined. Right : Phase diagram of a Lévy spin glass with
α = 1.5 (red) and α = 1.1 (green). Above the AT-lines shown RS is stable, below it is unstable.
The behaviour of the stability parameter λ an be studied analytially in zero external eld
lose to the ritial temperature. Writing τ = 1 − T/Tc(α), one must ompute the seond and
fourth moments of P (h) up to order τ2, and then expand the eigenvalue equation (10). One nds
after some work λ = 1 + (α2/3) (T2(α) + 2T4(α))/(T2(α) − T4(α)) τ
2 + O(τ3), where Tn(α) =∫
∞
0 αdx/x
1+α tanhn x. As the oeient of τ2 is positive for all α ∈]1, 2[, the RS solution is always
unstable lose to Tc, ontrary to what was found with the Gaussian Ansatz [1℄. The same is obtained
numerially in presene of an external eld : we have not found any evidene for a stable RS spin
glass phase, at all the values of α and hext that we have studied.
To summarize, we have shown how the Lévy spin glass problem an be studied naturally within
the framework of diluted spin glasses, using a deomposition of the ouplings into strong and weak.
The resulting phase diagram is very similar to the one found in other mean eld spin glasses.
In partiular, the spin glass phase is never replia symmetri. The large utuations due to the
presene of rare strong ouplings request the introdution of some rather sophistiated methods in
order to ompute the spin glass instability. These utuations are even more pronouned in the ase
α < 1 not treated here where the free energy eases to be self-averaging. They will also ompliate
the disussion of the RSB solution of the Lévy glass.
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